
Welcome to Sisters Academy – The Boarding School. We are looking forward 
to explore new sensuous and poetic modes of being, being together and 
learning in a co-creative process with you. Sisters Academy is a project 
that unfolds in the intersection of performance art, educational develop-
ment, research and activism. We are about to investigate and unfold the 
intersection with you.

This letter contains a series of information and guidelines for you to 
keep in mind while enrolled at Sisters Academy.    

Content in your briefcase

  A notebook/diary     
  A map of the school 
  A list of classes

Data

v After your stay in Sisters Academy – The Boarding School you will 
be asked to hand in your notebook/diary to the Archive. In that way 
all students contribute to our data collection, which will support 
the research we are conducting in new mores sensuous and poetic 
modes of learning and transformative impact of projects unfolding in 
the intersection, such as this. For more information on the 
research-part of the project please go to our website: 
www.sistersacademy.dk.

v The data will be digitalized during and after the manifestation. If 
you wish to copy some of your notes before you leave, you can do so 
by the copy stand. 

v The Archive is open from Infinity till Union. During this time all 
students are welcome to visit The Archive to either donate data or 
explore our data-collection. The Contiguous and The Heart of Gold, 
who are protecting The Archive will greet you by your arrival.

v Confession booths are placed in three different spaces at the 
Academy: in the Evokers room, in The Mechanic’s tableaux,in the 
Sister's office, in the Link's office and in the Archive. You can go 
to one of these booths if you have something on your mind that you'd 
like to share during your stay.

v All our data is open source. 

A day at Sisters Academy – The Boarding School

      Earth                        Dormitory opens

      Water          Breakfast

      Death          Morning gathering 

      Air Stone                 Classes

      Air Infinity         Lunch

      Air Life          Classes

      Air Death                  Dinner 

      Half past Infinity Stone    Evening Gathering 

      Half Past Infinity Air      Classes

      Infinity Infinity        Dormitory closes  

To keep in mind

v ID card: You briefcase contains an identity card. Please, keep this 
with you during your stay at Sisters Academy, as this amongst others 
identifies your personal belongings.

v Class schedule, The Octopus and Egg-totems: We use egg-totems in the 
Academy. Each totem represents the poetic selves of the Sisters 
staff. The Octopus is distributing the classes based on your 
conversation and the available classes. If an egg is missing on the 
shelf and placed outside a room it means that something is going on 
and you should not disturb. If there is no egg but a closed door, 
you can knock on the door and a staff - be it a Teacher, Evoker, 
Sister, Link, I or Protector - may greet you and invite you in.

v Sleeping: You are provided with a bed after your first meal at the 
Academy. We kindly ask you to be mindful and quiet in the area of 
the Dormitory when it's past Air Stone in the evening.

v Smoking: As a student in Sisters Academy you can smoke outside by 
The Dining Hall. If you wish to do so, a staff member should escort 
you. 

v Maintenance: Please, help us sustainably maintain the school by 
cleaning after yourself, bring dishes to the open kitchen and sort 
the garbage that you throw out. 

v Sister: During your stay at the Academy we encourage you to visit 
the Sister's office - either alone or together with other students. 
The focus in her office would often be on how to translate your 
experience in the Academy into your everyday life/practice. When you 
find time to visit the Sister, you can go to the Link's to see if 
the Sister is available to talk.

v Staying. Lingering: If you feel that you need more time in The 
Academy than you have signed up for, you can go by the Link's and 
ask if there's space available for you to stay another Infinity 
Magnet Hours or longer. 

Unfold and explore the layers between, above, under and beyond the walls of 

Sisters Academy – The Boarding School. Welcome.

Sisters Academy – The Boarding School Guidelines

A framework to explore within

 v
 v  
 v 

Dear ____________________________ (fill in your name),

We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted as a student at 
Sisters Academy - The Boarding School. 

Please enrol at Oslo Plads 1, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark on _____day the _____ 
at _____ AM/PM (fill in your personal check-in time). The destination 
is a 1 minute walk from Østerport station. 

Please read this letter carefully and bring a signed print-out when you 
arrive to verify your enrolment. 

You will be part of a laboratory. You will take part in classes exploring 
the quality of the sensuous, do homework and unfold the potential of 
new modes of poetic and sensuous modes of learning.

During your stay at Sisters Academy you might have sensuous encounters with 
babies, creatures, dirt and strobe lights. You will be in a highly immersive 
space of sound and light and will not leave the facilities during your stay 
at the academy. 

Sisters Hope always ensures documentation of their manifestations and as a 
student you are likely to be filmed or photographed and this documentation 
might later appear in different places and medias.

Sisters Academy is research-based and before your departure you will donate 
your notes to The Archive as part of your exit ritual. Personal belongings 
such as telephones and cameras will also be stored in The Archive, and they 
cannot be used for the duration of your stay. All things brought to 
Sisters Academy will be on one’s own responsibility.

What to pack in your suitcase:
White toothbrush (should be completely debranded)      White towel
Toothpaste (should be completely debranded)       Cash money (for bar)  
Toiletries (should be completely debranded)       Black shoes
Toilet-bag (black or white)                                Black socks
Underwear (black, white or matching your skin color)     Ear plugs
White tank top (that we may stamp)         Eye pads
Black/white gym wear           Pyjamas        
Black pants and/or skirt/dress/shorts    
with skin-coloured stockings

Please pack your belongings in an old suitcase.

What to wear when you arrive:
Black clothes, no jeans. Black elegant shoes.

ACCEPTANCE LETTER
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